ABSTRACT An accurate theoretical formulation is presented for a semi-cylindrical parallel plate capacitor, independent of the electrode dimensions. An approximate solution is also presented to relate the changes in capacitance with changing volume-ratio of the multi-phase dielectric filling of the capacitor. Two applications are considered to verify the proposed techniques. In the first application, the calculated capacitance is compared with the measured capacitance of a healthy tree trunk to identify the initial stage of pest infestation. In the second application, an approximate capacitance of a three-phase mixture, consisting of gas, oil and brine layers, are used to identify the phase-fraction of a petroleum carrying pipeline with a steady-state flow. The advantage and limitations of the proposed approximate method are studied. In addition to logging and monitoring the oil supply, this simple method can electronically control multi-phase pipes with intravenous injections to collect postoperative fluids from the human body.
I. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring the material properties using electrical techniques are often easier and faster compared to that of chemical or physical methods. Traditional mechanical devices used to analyze material properties include vibrating densitometer, sampling tubes, vortex and turbo meters [1] , [2] . But they are often limited by the intrusive techniques used to measure the temperature and pressure within the pipeline. Recent electrical techniques used to study material properties include correlative flow meter [3] , [4] , optical sensors [5] , reactance measurements [6] , [7] , and multi-electrode imaging systems [8] . These methods monitor the electrical characteristics of a single [9] or composite material [10] , [11] to identify changes in dielectric properties. Although non-intrusive, most of these sensors require sophisticated algorithms and processing mechanism. This work presents two simple mathematical techniques to predict the capacitive reactance of a semi-cylindrical capacitive sensor. The process is independent of the electrode radius and time-efficient compared to the existing techniques. The cross-section of the sensor is shown in Fig. 1 . It consisted of a plexiglas cylinder with two thin
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Sanket Goel. electrodes mounted on the inner wall. Note that the electrodes with radius R have an infinitesimal edge separation angle of 2δ, centred at = 0 and 180 • directions. Earlier work in this field estimated the approximate value for the capacitance ignoring the effect of the top and the bottom edge separation gaps [12] , [13] .
The first proposed technique in this work is a simple analytical formulation to accurately calculate the capacitance when electrodes are uniformly filled with single dielectric material. This technique is applied to determine the dielectric properties of a healthy trunk section belonging to a date palm tree.
The 2 nd proposed method involves an approximate solution to calculate the capacitances of a multi-phase dielectric filling consisting of different dielectric layers. It is applied to identify the phase-fractions of three-phase (gas-oil-brine) petroleum carrying pipeline with steady-state flow. This method can also be used as a drips detector sensor or to monitor the post-operative multi-phase fluid flow from human body [14] .
II. THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
The cross-section of the infinitely long plexiglas cylinder with two internally mounted electrodes is shown in Fig. 1 . The semi-cylindrical electrodes are designed to cover the longitudinal area of −∞ ≤ z ≤ ∞ and circular angles of
, where δ is half the separation angle between the electrodes. If the right and the left electrodes are excited with potentials +V 0 and −V 0 , the potential difference between the gap-center (∅ = 0 and 180
• ) and the electrode-edge can be written as [15] ,
where, the positive sign represents the region between the gap-center and the edge of the positively charged electrode and vice versa. The general solution of the Laplace equation for the given cylinder can be written as [15] ;
where, A n , B n , C n and D n are constants. Since the region under investigation contains the origin (ρ = 0), the influence of the second summation term and the ln(ρ) term of the solution are ignored. Further, the cosine terms in the first summation and the constant term are also dropped because of the anti-symmetry of the field inside the structure. Thus, the above expression reduces to the following equation:
At ρ = R, the conditions for the voltage distributions along the circumference of the semi-cylindrical electrodes are listed in Table 1 [15] . By multiplying equation (3) with sin (p∅), where p is an integer and integrating the resulted expression between the limits 0 and 360 • , then equating the result with the integrated fields of Table 1 , it gives,
where, J 0 (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of zero order. Substituting equation (4) into (3) gives the full solution of the voltage inside the cylindrical cross-section. Since the electric fields in the radial direction of the electrodes are given by E a ρ = − ∂v ∂ρ a ρ , where a ρ is a unit vector, the field distribution within the electrodes are represented as;
Thus, the charge Q on the inner surface on either of the conducting electrodes per unit length can be written as;
where, ε 0 is the free space dielectric constant and ε r is the relative dielectric constant of the medium filling the cylinder. Substituting equation (5) into (6) yields;
This equation represents the analytical expression of the capacitance per unit length of the electrodes. Note that the expression is independent of electrode radius (ρ) and mainly depends on the edge-gap (2δ) between the electrodes. Also, this solution is valid for the capacitive sensor of Fig. 1 , when the semi-cylindrical electrodes are filled with a single VOLUME 7, 2019 dielectric media. Thus, this method is ideal for identifying the bug-infested palm tree by measuring the capacitances of the tree trunk and comparing the related dielectric properties with that of a healthy tree.
To monitor the properties of a multi-phase dielectric material, the above analytical expression needs to be considerably modified by integrating different constants and boundary conditions. To avoid such a complicated formulation, presented in [13] , a simpler approximate expression with an identical solution is presented in the next section.
III. THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
This method divides the circumference of the semicylindrical electrodes, shown in Fig. 1 , into 'N ' pair of chords depending on the required accuracy. Fig. 2 highlights a pair of symmetrical chords denoted by 'n', with chord length L subtended by an angle 2δ. The objective is to calculate the capacitance between the two inclined-plate chords, centered at an angle β n = (2n + 1)δ, measured from the edge of the layer under investigation. Note that when extrapolated, these two chords will meet at the point O, which may be considered as the center of a new cylindrical coordinate system with one chord is at ∅ = ∅ n and the other is at ∅ = −∅ n . To measure the capacitive reactance of the layer, oppositely polarized (+V 0 and −V 0 ) low-frequency signal is applied on the electrodes. For the charge free region between the electrodes, Laplace's equation for the voltage can be expressed as ∇ 2 v = 0. Since the chord length is assumed to infinitely small, the derivative term of the equation representing the rate of change with respect to ρ−axis is ignored. Further, the derivative with respect to z is zero, as the cylinder length is assumed to be infinite. Therefore, the remaining derivative term with respect to ∅ can be written as equation with above boundary conditions can be expressed as, v (∅) = (V 0 /∅ n )∅. Thus, the electric field normal ( ∅) to the chords is given by;
where, a ∅ is a unit vector in the ∅-direction with respect to the origin. Since the flux density D = ε o ε r E, the total charge on the infinitesimal chord per unit length is given by;
Thus, the infinitesimal capacitance between the chord pair can be expressed as [15] ;
where,
and the angles β n and δ are shown in Fig. 2 . The total capacitance per layer is the summation of all the infinitesimal chord capacitances ( C n ) in that layer. The capacitance of the semi-cylindrical sensor is then calculated by summing the parallel capacitances of all the layers with for n = 0 to N . The resistance of the mixture mostly depends on the layer with the highest permittivity and conductivity. For the case of a single dielectric filling, this technique produces very close results to the exact solution presented earlier. More importantly, it can efficiently calculate the capacitances of a multi-phase cylinder made of multiple dielectric layers. In the following section, the method is employed to calculate the capacitances of a steady-state three-phase (gas-oil-brine) petroleum carrying pipeline to determine the phase fractions. The approximated capacitances are compared with the measured values and the data available in the literature.
IV. RESULTS

Case 1:
The derived analytical expression is used to calculate the capacitance of a semi-cylindrical electrode, filled with a healthy trunk section of a date palm tree. Considering the relative permittivity (ε r ) of a healthy trunk is 34.9 [9] , the calculated capacitance from the semi-cylindrical sensor is 111 pF. The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 3 , is used to compare this value with the measured capacitance of the sensor. For an operating frequency of 1 kHz and V 0 = 1 v., the precision LCR meter (E4980A) displayed a measured capacitance of 120 pF. The descriptions are mainly due to the uneven exterior of the tree, resulting in tiny airpockets between the trunk and the semi-cylindrical electrodes. Thus, comparing the measured capacitance with the calculated look-up table of any date tree farm can detect the initial stage of the pest (Red Palm Weevil) infestation. Note that the infected region alters the capacitance of the tree trunk due to formation of bacteria with different dielectric properties.
Case 2: To validate the proposed approximate technique, the semi-cylindrical capacitor is filled with three-phase fluid comprised gas, oil and brine layers with relative permittivity (ε r ) of 1, 2.4 and 78, respectively. The schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 4 (a) . Note that different density of gas and oil creates distinct separating planes subtended by angle α 1 . Similar separating plane between oil and water is subtended by angle α 3 . In the proposed method, these angles are calculated from the electrical characteristics of the sensor to identify the volume ratio of the multiphase mixture. Table 2 lists the approximated capacitances for the Plexiglas cylinder with ε r = 2.7, R = 5 cm and thickness t = 0.2 cm and the semi-cylindrical electrodes with L = 20 cm, 2δ = 5 • and N = 179. The resistance of the mixture is mostly contributed by the brine layer due to considerably larger values of permittivity and conductivity. The experimental setup used to measure the capacitance of the three-phase mixture with steady-state flow is shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Note that the bottom edge-gap of the electrodes remains submerged within the conductive brine layer. So, sand glue is inserted in the gap to maintain insulation between the electrodes. For a semi-cylindrical capacitor filled with known volumes of gas (∝α 1 ), brine-water (∝α 3 ) and oil and excited with a 1 kHz signal, the measured capacitances are also listed in Table 2 . For several known volume ratios of the mixture (α 1 and α 3 ), the measured capacitance agrees well with the values calculated using the approximate method. To benchmark the proposed techniques, the calculated capacitances using the analytical and approximate methods are compared with the data available in the literature. In reference [14] , the approximate equation used to calculate the capacitance is given by;
For the semi-cylindrical capacitor filled with a single dielectric (air) material, the capacitances obtained from the proposed analytical and approximate techniques for different edge-gap (2δ) are listed in Table 3 . For comparison purposes, the measured results and the data calculated using equation (11) are also tabulated. The discrepancy between the theoretical and measured capacitances is mainly due to the insulation glue placed within the bottom edge-gap of the electrodes. Note that this discrepancy increases with decreasing edge-gap between the electrodes. So, a minimum edgegap of 8 • is recommended to minimize detection errors. Also, comparing the two approximate capacitances for this edgegap with the measured result demonstrates 12% improvement in the sensitivity of the proposed sensor.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Analytical and approximate techniques are proposed to analyze the radius independent response of a semi-cylindrical capacitive sensor. The calculated capacitances are verified using experiments related to two popular applications. The first application is to detect the initial stage of the pest infestation in dates palm trees and the second experiment is to determine the phase-fractions of a steady-state three-phase (gas, oil, brine) petroleum pipeline. The discrepancies between the measured and calculated results and the limitations of the proposed technique in terms of minimum required edge-gap are analyzed. The proposed approximate technique demonstrated 12% improvement in error sensitivity compared to other methods available in literature.
